Welcoming Remarks

Professor Jack Bielasiak
Director of Undergraduate Studies

************

The Ford P. Hall Scholarship

Professor Jeffrey Hart
Ian Deibert, Lindsey Tipton

The Louis E. Lambert Scholarship

Melody Mostow, Melanie Wegner

The Stephen R. Patton Scholarship

Lauren Falk, Nicole Fullkerson

Walter H. C. Laves Award

Stephen Briles—Student Conference on US Affairs (SCUSA), Scott Williamson—Naval Academy Foreign Affairs Conference (NAFAC)

Dr. J. Bryan Collester Scholarship

Stephen Englert, Zachary Fisher

************

The Wendell L. Willkie Scholarship

Professor Tim Hellwig

************

2012 Honors Degree Candidates

Professor Gerald Wright
Director, Honors Program

Brian Blankenship, Joshua Bruce, Kristen Ditsch, Benjamin Nellans, Kylie Poulin, Jordan Rose, Allison Torline, Julia Valdes, Scott Williamson

2011 William Jennings Bryan Award for Outstanding Honors Thesis

Justin Kingsolver

************

Phil Beta Kappa

Executive Associate Dean Jean Robinson
College of Arts and Sciences

Brian Blankenship, Michele Bouiais, Stephen Briles, Sarah Brindle, Arefin Chowdhury, Adam Fer, Neil Keshvani, Justin Kingsolver, Emily Mulholland, Kylie Poulin, Matthew Showalter, Jordan Simpson, Theresa Spewak, Olivia Stidham, Michael Thomas, Jonathan Todd, Scott Williamson

************

Undergraduate Teaching Interns

Professor Dina Spechler
Danielle Ahmed, Karlie Alms, Arefin Chowdhury, Laura Douglas, Robert Ellis, Kira Geairn, Rachel Holder, Veronica Klein, Alexander Mirowski, Nicholas Murray Vachon, Mitchell Potts, Aileen Richardson, Emily Sargent, Sara Swan, Michael Thomas, Mary Vancleef, Jeff Wise

************

Undergraduate Advisory Board

Megan Binder, Joshua Bruce, Hannah Lencheck, Katherine Lessing, Zach Lubelfeld, Joseph Mulloy II, Anne Reynolds

************

Pi Sigma Alpha

Dr. Christine Barbour
Clare Anderson, Benjamin Belcaster, Brian Fitzgerald, Lindsey Keiser, Katlyn Kranik, Michael McKinney, Jr., Brooke Reeves, Duane Thompson, Jr., Lindsay Williams

************

The Harry S Truman Scholarship

Professor Russell Hanson, Chair, Political Science

The William G. Bray Memorial Scholarship

The Z.G. & Ethel Starr Clevenger Scholarship

The George H. and Ruth J. Asdell Scholarship

Gabrielle Cherney

The David Matthew Ver Hagen Memorial Scholarship

Lindsey Keiser

The Dr. James F. Elrod Scholarship

Tyler Dennis

************

Concluding Remarks
In Appreciation of the Political Science Faculty:

Yvette Alex-Assensoh
Christine Barbour
William Bianco
Jacob Bielasiak
Eileen Braman
Edward Carmines
Aurelian Craiutu
Jacek Dalecki
Michael Faber
Judy Failer
Sumit Ganguly
Larry Hanks (1954-2011)
Russell Hanson

Jeffrey Hart
Timothy Hellwig
Marjorie Hershey
Jeffrey C. Isaac
Gregory Kasza
Scott Kennedy
Yanna Krupnikov
Lauren MacLean
Michael McGinnis
Elinor Ostrom
Armando Razo
Jean C. Robinson

William E. Scheuerman
Abdulkader Sinno
Beate Sissenich
Regina Smyth
Dina Spechler
William Thompson

Thank you to the Department of Political Science Staff:

Roxanne Seger, Undergraduate Secretary
Marsha Franklin, Undergraduate Advisor
James Gibson, Undergraduate Advisor
Amanda Campbell, Office Assistant
Sharon LaRoche, Graduate Secretary
Jessica Williams, Assistant to the Chair
Fern Bennett, Datalab Manager
Jan Peterson, Departmental Administrator
Steve Flinn, Systems Manager
James E. Russell, Technology Director
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